Saint Patrick's Day
Provide the word that best matches each clue.
1.

a U-shaped band of iron nailed to the bottom of a horse's hoof
as a shoe

2.

a mischievous fairy

3.

patron saint of Ireland

4.

an ornament used in early Christian manuscripts

5.

a small plant that has usually three leaves on each stem

6.

a deep, round container with coins

7.

a plant used as a floral emblem by the Irish

8.

a musical instrument that has strings stretched across a large
open frame and that is played with your fingers

9.

a curved line of different colors that sometimes appears in the
sky when the sun shines through rain

A. leprechaun
E. Patrick
I. horseshoe
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B. shamrock
F. rainbow

C. Celtic knot
G. harp
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D. pot of gold
H. clover

-2-

The words on the list are split, with the first part of the word listed on the
left-hand side of the worksheet and the second part listed somewhere on the
right-hand side of the worksheet. Draw lines to connect the two parts of each
word. Then write the complete word on the blank line.
10. Patr

rp

11. ha

of gold

12. sham

ick

13. clo

chaun

14. lepre

bow

15. rain

rock

16. pot

ver

17. Celtic

knot

18. hors

eshoe
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19. Below the blank puzzle grid is a list of words. Place the words in the correct
place on the grid. Tip: Start with letter sizes that have the fewest words. So if
there are only 2 words with 7 letters and 5 words with 4 letters, try placing
the 7 letter words first.

4 Letters
harp

8 Letters
shamrock

6 Letters
clover

9 Letters
horseshoe
pot of gold

7 Letters
rainbow
Patrick
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10 Letters
leprechaun
Celtic knot
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This document is Mayflower’s work. You may NOT resell or claim this document
as your own. Copying any part of this product and placing it on the Internet in
any form is strictly forbidden.

Clip art credits: Studio Devanna https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Store/StudioDevanna
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Saint Patrick's Day
Provide the word that best matches each clue.
1. HORSESHOE

a U-shaped band of iron nailed to the bottom of a horse's hoof
as a shoe

2. LEPRECHAUN

a mischievous fairy

3. PATRICK

patron saint of Ireland

4. CELTIC KNOT

an ornament used in early Christian manuscripts

5. CLOVER

a small plant that has usually three leaves on each stem

6. POT OF GOLD a deep, round container with coins
7. SHAMROCK

a plant used as a floral emblem by the Irish

8. HARP

a musical instrument that has strings stretched across a large
open frame and that is played with your fingers

9. RAINBOW

a curved line of different colors that sometimes appears in the
sky when the sun shines through rain

A. leprechaun
E. Patrick
I. horseshoe
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B. shamrock
F. rainbow

C. Celtic knot
G. harp
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D. pot of gold
H. clover

-2-

The words on the list are split, with the first part of the word listed on the
left-hand side of the worksheet and the second part listed somewhere on the
right-hand side of the worksheet. Draw lines to connect the two parts of each
word. Then write the complete word on the blank line.
10. Patr Patrick

rp

11. ha harp

of gold

12. sham shamrock

ick

13. clo clover

chaun

14. lepre leprechaun

bow

15. rain rainbow

rock

16. pot pot of gold

ver

17. Celtic Celtic knot

knot

18. hors horseshoe

eshoe
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19. Below the blank puzzle grid is a list of words. Place the words in the correct
place on the grid. Tip: Start with letter sizes that have the fewest words. So if
there are only 2 words with 7 letters and 5 words with 4 letters, try placing
the 7 letter words first.
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4 Letters
harp

8 Letters
shamrock

6 Letters
clover

9 Letters
horseshoe
pot of gold
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T

7 Letters
rainbow
Patrick

O

10 Letters
leprechaun
Celtic knot
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